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SQUEEZED COMPLEXES
MARTINA JUHNKE-KUBITZKE AND UWE NAGEL
ABSTRACT. Given a shifted order ideal U , we associate to it a family of simplicial complexes
p∆tpUqqtě0 that we call squeezed complexes. In a special case, our construction gives squeezed
balls that were defined and used by Kalai to show that there are many more simplicial spheres
than boundaries of simplicial polytopes. We study combinatorial and algebraic properties of
squeezed complexes. In particular, we show that they are vertex decomposable and characterize
when they have the weak or the strong Lefschetz property. Moreover, we define a new combina-
torial invariant of pure simplicial complexes, called the singularity index, that can be interpreted
as a measure of how far a given simplicial complex is from being a manifold. In the case of
squeezed complexes p∆tpUqqtě0, the singularity index turns out to be strictly decreasing until it
reaches (and stays) zero if t grows.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a landmark paper [18], Kalai introduced a large class of triangulated balls, named squeezed
balls, with remarkable properties. They are vertex decomposable, thus shellable, and their
boundary complexes amount to many more triangulated spheres than there are boundary com-
plexes of simplicial polytopes. These complexes were studied further by Murai [22, 23]. In this
paper we introduce and study an extension of Kalai’s construction.
A shifted order ideal of a polynomial ring Ppmq “Krx1, . . . ,xms in m variables over a field K
is a setU Ă Ppmq of monomials satisfying the following conditions:
(i) if a monomial divides a monomial inU then this monomial belongs toU ;
(ii) any variable dividing a monomial in U can be replaced by any variable with a larger
index to obtain another monomial inU ;
(iii) 1,x1, . . . ,xm PU .
In general, Condition (iii) is not assumed. However, it is convenient (and harmless).
Let U Ă Ppmq be a finite shifted order ideal. Denote by dmaxpUq the maximum degree of
a monomial in U . For every integer t ě 0, we construct a pure simplicial complex ∆tpUq on
the vertex set t1,2, . . . ,m` dmaxpUq ` tu of dimension dmaxpUq` t ´ 1 (see Definition 3.1).
For t ě dmaxpUq we recover the squeezed balls, as constructed by Kalai. Thus, we call ∆tpUq
a squeezed complex of index dmaxpUq´ t or simply a pdmaxpUq´ tq-squeezed complex. An
arbitrary squeezed complex is not necessarily a manifold, not even a pseudomanifold. However,
we show that squeezed complexes share several properties with squeezed balls. Every squeezed
complex is vertex decomposable and thus shellable (see Theorem 3.8). Moreover, fixingU , but
varying t ě 0, all squeezed complexes ∆tpUq have the same h-vector (up to adding zeros at the
end). Namely, hip∆tpUqq counts the number of monomials inU of degree i for 0ď uď dmaxpUq
and is zero otherwise. Extending results by Murai [22, 23], we explicitly describe the Stanley-
Reisner ideal of any squeezed complex (see Theorem 3.15) as well as its generic initial ideal (see
Proposition 4.1). This also allows us to discuss Lefschetz properties. These important properties
have been formalized in [13], and we refer to the monograph [14] for further information.
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As conjectured by Kalai [18] and shown by Murai [22, 23], any boundary complex of a
squeezed ball ∆tpUq with t ě dmaxpUq has the strong Lefschetz property. However, this is
not necessarily true for the squeezed ball itself. We characterize when an arbitrary squeezed
complex has the weak or strong Lefschetz property, respectively (see Propositions 4.8 and 4.9).
As mentioned above, an arbitrary squeezed complex ∆tpUq is not even a pseudomanifold,
but it is always a manifold, even a ball, if t ě dmaxpUq. In fact, it is easy to see that for m ě 2
and dmaxpUq ě 2 a squeezed complex ∆tpUq is a pseudomanifold if and only if it is a ball.
Moreover, if U is a maximal shifted order ideal, i.e., U Ă Ppmq contains every monomial inU
whose degree is at most dmaxpUq, then either of these conditions is true precisely if t ě dmaxpUq
(see Theorem 5.5). We confirm the intuition that, for an arbitrary finite shifted order ideal
U , the squeezed complex ∆tpUq is the closer to a pseudomanifold the larger t is. To this end
we associate to any pure simplicial complex ∆ a quantity, called singularity index Dp∆q (see
Definition 5.2). It is a non-negative rational number that can be seen as a measure of how far ∆
is from being a pseudomanifold. More precisely, if ∆ is strongly connected, then its singularity
index is zero if and only if ∆ is a pseudomanifold. Fixing a finite shifted order idealU , we show
that the sequence of singularity indices pDp∆tpUqqqtě0 is strictly decreasing until it first becomes
zero (see Theorem 5.12). This can be interpreted as replacing a given simplicial complex that
is not a pseudomanifold by a sequence of simplicial complexes of increasing dimensions with
the same h-vector (up to additional zeros) that eventually are pseudomanifolds. Thus, it is
somewhat reminiscent to the process of resolving singularities of a variety by repeated blow-
ups in algebraic geometry.
Note that every shifted pure simplicial complex is up to coning a squeezed complex ∆0pUq
for some order ideal U (see Corollary 3.16). Thus, the mentioned process may be viewed as a
systematic way of replacing an arbitrary shifted pure simplicial complex by a pseudomanifold
with the same h-vector (up to additional zeros). It would be interesting to extend this procedure
to situations in which one starts with more general simplicial complexes such as, e.g., non-pure
shifted simplicial complexes.
Now we briefly describe the organization of this note. In the following section we review
some basic concepts and results. Squeezed complexes are defined in Section 3. There we
also establish that they are always vertex-decomposable. Moreover, we describe explicitly the
Stanley-Reisner ideal of any squeezed complex. These results are used in Section 4 in order
to show that the graded Betti numbers of a squeezed complex can be read off from its shifted
order ideal and to characterize whether it has a Lefschetz property. In Section 5 we introduce
the singularity index of an arbitrary pure simplical complex and determine it for some squeezed
complexes. We conclude by establishing the mentioned property of the sequence of complexes
p∆tpUqqtě0. The final section is devoted to a discussion of some questions that arose from this
work.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will provide the necessary background knowledge for this article. This
includes some basics on simplicial complexes as well as some facts on strongly stable ideals
and shifted order ideals and the relation between those two classes of objects.
We start by fixing some notation that will be used. Throughout this article, we let K be an
arbitrary field and we set rns :“ t1,2, . . . ,nu for any n P N. Moreover, for a,b P N, we let ra,bs
denote the set of integers between a and b, i.e., ra,bs :“ tc P N | a ď c ď bu. For a finite set
AĂ N and n PN, we set A`n :“ ta`n | a P Au.
2.1. Combinatorics of simplicial complexes. We recall basic facts on simplicial complexes,
including some of their combinatorial properties. We refer to [28] for more details.
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Given a finite set V , an (abstract) simplicial complex ∆ on the vertex set V is a collection of
subsets of V that is closed under inclusion. Throughout this paper, all simplicial complexes are
assumed to be finite. Elements of ∆ are called faces of ∆ and inclusion-maximal faces are called
facets of ∆. The dimension of a face F P ∆ is its cardinality minus one, and the dimension of ∆
is defined as dim∆ :“ maxtdimF | F P ∆u. 0-dimensional and 1-dimensional faces are called
vertices and edges, respectively. A ridge is a face of dimension dim∆´1. A simplicial complex
∆ is pure if all its facets have the same dimension. The link of a face F P ∆ is the subcomplex
lk∆pFq “ tG P ∆ | GXF “H, GYF P ∆u.
Wewill write lk∆pvq for the link of a vertex v. The deletion ∆zF of a face F P∆ from ∆ describes
the simplicial complex ∆ outside of F:
∆zF “ tG P ∆ | F Ę Gu.
If F “ tvu is a vertex, then we write ∆zv instead of ∆ztvu for short. For subsets F1, . . . ,Fm of
a finite set V , we denote by xF1, . . . ,Fmy the smallest simplicial complex containing F1, . . . ,Fm,
i.e.,
xF1, . . . ,Fmy “ tGĎV | GĎ Fi for some 1ď iď mu.
Given a pd´1q-dimensional simplicial complex∆, we let fip∆q denote the number of i-dimensional
faces of ∆ and we call f p∆q “ p f´1p∆q, f0p∆q, . . . , fd´1p∆qq the f -vector of ∆. The h-vector
hp∆q “ ph0p∆q,h1p∆q, . . . ,hdp∆qq of ∆ is defined via the relation
dÿ
i“0
fi´1p∆qpt´1q
d´i “
dÿ
i“0
hip∆qt
d´i.
We now consider several relevant combinatorial properties a simplicial complex.
Definition 2.1. Let ∆ be a pure simplicial complex.
(i) ∆ is called shellable if there exists an ordering F1, . . . ,Fn of the facets of ∆ such that for
each 1ď iď n there exists a unique minimal element Ri in
tGĂ Fi | GĘ Fj for 1ď j ď i´1u.
(ii) ∆ is called vertex-decomposable if either ∆ “ tHu or there exists a vertex v P ∆, a
so-called shedding vertex, such that lk∆pvq and ∆zv are vertex-decomposable.
If ∆ is a pd´ 1q-dimensional vertex decomposable simplicial complex with shedding vertex
v, then the face numbers of ∆ can be easily computed via the following recursion:
fip∆q “ fip∆zvq` fi´1plk∆pvqq for 0ď iď d´1.
Using the relations between f -vectors and h-vectors this immediately translates into:
(2.1) hip∆q “ hip∆zvq`hi´1plk∆pvqq for 0ď iď d.
It is well-known [25] that vertex-decomposability is a stronger property than shellability. More-
over, every shellable simplicial complex has the following property:
Definition 2.2. A pure pd´1q-dimensional simplicial complex ∆ is called strongly connected if
for any two facets F and G of ∆, there exist facets F “ F0,F1, . . . ,Fm “G such that |FiXFi`1| “
d´1 for all 0ď iď m´1.
In this article, we will be interested in yet another class of simplicial complexes that are
strongly connected but not necessarily shellable.
Definition 2.3. A pure simplicial complex ∆ is a pseudomanifold if it is strongly connected and
every ridge lies in at most two facets.
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Both, shellable simplicial complexes and pseudomanifolds are strongly connected but there
exist shellable simplicial complexes that are not pseudomanifolds and, vice versa, not every
pseudomanifold is shellable.
A pure pd´ 1q-dimensional simplicial complex ∆ is a (simplicial) sphere respectively ball
if the geometric realization of ∆ is homeomorphic to the pd´ 1q-sphere Sd´1 respectively the
pd ´ 1q-ball Bd´1. Clearly, every ball or sphere is a pseudomanifold, but the class of pseu-
domanifolds contains far more objects than just balls and spheres. However, if we require a
pseudomanifold to be shellable, then the following result is true (see e.g., [8]):
Lemma 2.4. Let ∆ be a shellable simplicial complex. Then ∆ is a pseudomanifold if and only
if ∆ is a ball or a sphere.
2.2. Shifted order ideals and strongly stable ideals. We start by fixing some notation. We
write Ppmq “ Krx1, . . . ,xms for a polynomial ring in m variables over a field K. Moreover,
Monpmq denotes the set of all monomials in Ppmq, and Monďkpmq and Monkpmq the set of those
monomials in Ppmq whose degree is at most k and is equal to k, respectively. For a monomial
ideal I Ă Ppmq, we use GpIq to denote its unique minimal set of monomial generators. We write
dmaxpIq for the maximal degree of an element in GpIq. A monomial ideal I Ă Ppmq is called
strongly stable if for each xiu P I also the monomial x ju lies in I whenever 1 ď j ă i, that is,
any variable dividing a monomial in I can be replaced by any variable with a smaller index to
obtain another monomial in I. Note that it is enough to verify this condition for the minimal
monomial generators of I.
A (finite) monomial order ideal of Ppmq is a (finite) subsetU of Monpmq, that is closed under
taking divisors, i.e., whenever u PU and v divides u, then v PU . Observe that every non-empty
monomial order ideal contains the monomial 1. In the following, we will always assume that a
monomial order idealU Ă Ppmq contains all the variables x1, . . . ,xm. Moreover, without further
mentioning, all monomial order ideals appearing in this article will be finite. We denote with
dmaxpUq the maximal degree of a monomial inU and with rUsk the set of degree k monomials
of U . A monomial order ideal U is said to be shifted if with each monomial xiu PU also the
monomial x ju is in U whenever i ă j ď m, that is, any variable dividing a monomial in U can
be replaced by any variable with a larger index to obtain another monomial inU .
It is easy to see that Artinian monomial ideals in Ppmq and finite order ideals in Ppmq are
in one-to-one-correspondence. Moreover, under this correspondence, strongly stable ideals and
shifted order ideals are mapped to each other. We now make this construction precise:
Definition 2.5. Let U ĂMonpmq be a monomial order ideal. The ideal to U is the monomial
ideal IpUq of Ppmq that is generated by the monomials in MonpmqzU .
IfU is a finite monomial order ideal, then every monomial in Ppmq of sufficiently large degree
belongs to IpUq. Thus, the quotient ring Ppmq{IpUq is a finite-dimensional K-vector space, or,
in other words, IpUq is an Artinian ideal.
We will now compare the maximal degrees dmaxpUq and dmaxpIpUqq of U and IpUq, respec-
tively. First observe that, since U contains all the variables, all elements of IpUq are of degree
at least 2 and hence dmaxpIpUqq ě 2. If U ĂMonďd`1pmq and thus dmaxpUq ď d` 1, then we
have
IpUq “ pu | u PMonďd`2pmqzUq.
In particular, this means that dmaxpIpUqq ď d` 2 ď dmaxpUq` 1. We can also classify, when
equality holds.
Lemma 2.6. Let U Ă Ppmq be a monomial order ideal. Then:
(i) 2ď dmaxpIpUqq ď dmaxpUq`1.
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(ii) IpUq is strongly stable if and only if U is shifted. In this case,
dmaxpIpUqq “ dmaxpUq`1.
Proof. (i) directly follows from the discussion preceding this lemma.
We now show (ii). Assume that IpUq is strongly stable. Let xiu PU and iă jďm. If x ju RU ,
then x ju P IpUq and, as IpUq is strongly stable, we would also have xiu P IpUq, which is a
contradiction. Hence,U is shifted. The other direction follows from the same arguments.
To show dmaxpIpUqq “ dmaxpUq`1, by (i), it suffices to prove that dmaxpIpUqq ě dmaxpUq`
1. Let dmaxpUq “ d. As IpUq “MonpmqzU and U ĂMonďdpmq, the ideal IpUq contains all
monomials in Ppmq of degree d ` 1. In particular, we have xd`1m P IpUq. Now assume that
dmaxpIpUqq ď d. As x
d`1
m has to be divisible by a minimal generator of IpUq, we deduce that
xℓm P GpIpUqq for some 0 ď ℓ ď d. As IpUq is strongly stable, this forces IpUq to contain all
monomials in Ppmq of degree ℓ. By definition of IpUq it follows that U ĂMonℓ´1pmq, which
implies dmaxpUq ă ℓď d. We hence arrive at a contradiction and the claim follows. 
The next example shows that in (i) dmaxpIpUqq can indeed take any possible value.
Example 2.7. Let 1 ď ℓď m and letU pℓq Ă Ppmq be the union of all monomials of degree ď ℓ
and all squarefree monomials in Ppmq. It is straightforward to check thatU pℓq is an order ideal,
which is not shifted, and that dmaxpU
pℓqq “ m. The ideal IpU pℓqq to U pℓq consists of all non-
squarefree monomials of degree at least ℓ` 1. As every non-squarefree monomial of degree
ℓ`2 is divisible by a non-squarefree monomial of degree ℓ`1, we have
GpIpU pℓqqq “ tu PMonℓ`1pmq | u is not squarefreeu,
from which it follows that dmaxpIpU
pℓqq “ ℓ`1.
Definition 2.5 has an algebraic interpretation using Macaulay-Matlis duality. To this end let
Rpmq “Kry1, . . . ,yms be a polynomial ring in dual variables y1, . . . ,ym. For simplicity, assume
temporarily that K has characteristic zero. Interpreting the elements of Rpmq as differential
operators, there are products rRpmqsiˆ rPpmqs j Ñ rPpmqs j´i, p f ,gq ÞÑ f ¨ g, that turn Ppmq
into a graded Rpmq-module. (For a construction in positive characteristic, see [17].) For a
homogeneous ideal I Ă Rpmq, we define its inverse system IK as
IK “ tg P Ppmq | f ¨g“ 0 for all f P Iu.
This is a graded Rpmq-submodule of Ppmq. Conversely, if M is a graded Rpmq-submodule of
Ppmq, then we define its annihilator AnnpMq as
AnnpMq “ t f P Rpmq | f ¨g for all g PMu.
AnnpMq is a homogeneous ideal of Rpmq. In fact, both constructions are inverse to each other
(see, e.g., [17]).
Theorem 2.8. There is a bijection between the set of homogeneous ideals I Ă Rpmq and the set
of graded Rpmq-submodules M of Ppmq induced by I ÞÑ IK and M ÞÑ AnnpMq. Moreover, IK is
a finitely generated Rpmq-module if and only of Rpmq{I is Artinian.
Since, for every integer j, the paring rRpmqs jˆrPpmqs jÑK is exact one has dimKrRpmq{Is j“
dimKrI
Ks j.
If I is a monomial ideal, then its inverse system IK has a K-basis consisting of monomials,
and this basis is an order ideal of Ppmq. We now simplify notation by identifying Rpmq and
Ppmq. Thus, the inverse system IK of a monomial ideal I Ă Ppmq is generated as K-vector
space by the monomial order ideal MonpPpmqqzI. We set UpIq :“MonpmqzI. It follows that
dimKrPpmq{Is j “ #rUpIqs j.
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The following observation relates these considerations to Definition 2.5.
Lemma 2.9. If U is an order ideal of Ppmq, then IpUq “ AnnpUq.
Proof. Consider any monomial xa “ xa11 ¨ ¨ ¨x
am
m P Ppmq. Then x
a is in AnnpUq if and only if,
for every monomial xb “ xb11 ¨ ¨ ¨x
bm
m PU , there is some exponent ai with ai ą bi, that is, x
a does
not divide any monomial in U . Since U is a monomial order ideal, the latter is equivalent to
xa RU . 
Corollary 2.10. If U is an order ideal of Ppmq, then
U “MonpmqzIpUq “UpIpUqq
and dimKrPpmq{IpUqs j “ #rUs j for all j.
3. SQUEEZED COMPLEXES
In this section, given a shifted order idealU Ă Ppmq, we associate to it a family of simplicial
complexes p∆tpUqqtě0, that will be called squeezed complexes of index dmaxpUq´ t. For the
case t ě dmaxpUq, we obtain squeezed balls, as introduced by Kalai [18] and further studied
by Murai [22, 23]. We will be interested in combinatorial properties of those complexes in
Section 3.1 and study their Stanley-Reisner ideals in Section 3.2.
3.1. Combinatorics of squeezed complexes. In order to define squeezed complexes, we need
to introduce several further notions.
Let t ě 0 be a non-negative integer and letU Ă Ppmq be an order ideal. Let dmax :“ dmaxpUq
be the maximal degree of a monomial in U . For each u “ xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis PU with i1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď is, we
define a pdmax` tq-subset Ftpuq Ď rm` t`dmaxs:
Ź For sď t, we set
(3.1) Ftpuq :“
sď
ℓ“1
tiℓ`2pℓ´1q, iℓ`2ℓ´1uY rm`2s`1,m` t`dmaxs.
Ź For sě t, we set
(3.2) Ftpuq :“
tď
ℓ“1
tiℓ`2pℓ´1q, iℓ`2ℓ´1uY
sď
ℓ“t`1
tiℓ`ℓ`t´1uYrm`t`s`1,m`t`dmaxs.
We note that for s“ t (3.1) and (3.2) yield the same set. Observe that the set rm` t` s`1,m`
t`dmaxs is empty if and only if s“ dmax. Similarly, rm`2s`1,m` t`dmaxs “ H if and only
if s“ t “ dmax.
It is easy to check that the above definition gives rise to an injection
Monďdmaxpmq Ñ tAĎ rm` t`dmaxs | #A“ dmax` tu : u ÞÑ Ftpuq.
We omit a proof of this fact since this also follows from Corollary 3.9 combined with the relation
fd´1p∆q “
řd
i“0hip∆q for a pd´1q-dimensional simplicial complex ∆.
Using the previous construction, we can provide our main definition:
Definition 3.1. Let t ě 0 and letU Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal. Let ∆tpUq be the pdmaxpUq`
t´1q-dimensional simplicial complex on vertex set rm` t`dmaxpUqs , whose facets are given
by Ftpuq for u PU . We call ∆tpUq the squeezed complex of index dmaxpUq´ t associated to U .
We also say that ∆tpUq is the pdmaxpUq´ tq-squeezed complex ofU .
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Remark 3.2. It is immediate from the construction that the squeezed complexes of non-positive
index (i.e., t ě dmaxpUq) are exactly the squeezed balls, introduced by Kalai [18]. This also
motivates the naming of those complexes. The larger the index of a squeezed complex, the
smaller its dimension and its vertex set and, intuitively, the more squeezed the complex is.
Though, a priori, we associate an infinite family of simplicial complexes to a shifted order
ideal, it will follow from the next lemma, that in order to understand the whole family it suffices
to understand only finitely many of its members.
Lemma 3.3. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal and let t ą dmaxpUq. Then
∆tpUq “ tm` t`dmaxpUq`1u ˚∆t´1pUq.
In particular, ∆tpUq is the join of ∆dmaxpUq with the pt ´ dmaxpUq ´ 1q-simplex on vertex set
tm`2dmaxpUq`1, . . . ,m` t`dmaxpUqu.
Proof. First observe, that, since t ą dmaxpUq, we use (3.1) for the construction of Ftpuq for any
u PU . The claim then directly follows since rm` 2dmaxpUq` 1,m` t` dmaxpUqs Ď Ftpuq for
any u PU . 
Remark 3.4. By the previous lemma, the family of squeezed complexes p∆tpUqqtě0 associated
to a shifted order ideal U Ă Ppmq, is completely determined by those squeezed complexes
∆tpUq with 0 ď t ď dmaxpUq, i.e., those with non-negative index. In particular, given U , its
squeezed complexes, in the sense of Kalai, only differ in additional cone points. In this sense,
any shifted order idealU has a uniqueminimal squeezed complex, in the sense of Kalai, namely
∆dmaxpUqpUq.
Let us consider some extremal cases.
Example 3.5. (i) Any order ideal U Ă Pp1q with at least two elements is shifted. Setting d “
dmaxpUq, the pd´ tq-squeezed complex ∆tpUq with 0 ď t ď d is the join of the pt´ 1q-simplex
on the vertex set t2,4, . . . ,2tu and the boundary of the d-simplex on the vertex set rd ` t `
1szt2,4, . . . ,2tu. Note that for t “ 0, t2,4, . . . ,2tu “H and one thus only gets the boundary of
the d-simplex Indeed, one computes
Ftpx
s
1q “
#
r2ssY r2s`2,d` t`1s, if sď t
rt` ssY rt` s`2,d` t`1s, if sě t.
It follows that ∆tpUq is a pd` t´1q-dimensional pseudomanifold. Since ∆tpUq is also shellable
(see Theorem 3.8 below), it is even a shellable ball or sphere by Lemma 2.4. Looking at the
homology of ∆tpUq, we see that it is a sphere if and only if t “ 0 and a ball otherwise.
(ii) Consider the shifted order idealU “t1,x1, . . . ,xmuĂPpmq. Then ∆0pUq is a 0-dimensional
simplicial complex with m` 1 vertices, whereas ∆1pUq is a 1-dimensional ball on rm` 2s. Its
facets are ti, i`1u for i“ 1,2, . . . ,m`1.
It was shown in [18] that Kalai’s squeezed complexes are vertex decomposable and that their
h-vectors can be read off directly from the underlying order ideal. In the following, we will
show that both properties remain true for the more general t-squeezed complexes.
We first need some preparations:
Lemma 3.6. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal and let rU “ tu PU | x1 ¨u PUu. Then:
(i) lk∆0pUqp1q “ xF0puq`1 | u P
rUy. In particular, lk∆0pUqp1q is isomorphic to ∆0prUq.
(ii) If 1ď t ď dmaxpUq, then
lk∆tpUqp1q “ t2u ˚ xFt´1puq`2 | u P
rUy.
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In particular, lk∆tpUqp1q is isomorphic to a cone over the squeezed complex ∆t´1p
rUq.
Proof. First note that, since ∆tpUq is a pure simplicial complex, so is lk∆tpUqp1q. A facet Ftpuq P
∆tpUq contains the vertex 1 if and only if x1 divides u, i.e., u “ x1 ¨ u˜ for some u˜ PMonpmq. As
U is an order ideal, we have u˜ PU . It hence follows that
lk∆tpUqp1q “ xFtpx1 ¨uqzt1u | u P
rUy.
For t “ 0 all facets of ∆tpUq are computed via (3.2) and every variable of a monomial u PU is
represented by exactly one vertex in the facet Ftpuq. The claim of (i) now follows immediately
from (3.2). For 1 ď t ď dmaxpUq, the situation is slightly more complicated. Now, depending
on the degree of a monomial u PU either (3.1) or (3.2) are used for the construction of Ftpuq. In
both cases, we have that if 1 P Ftpuq, then also 2 P Ftpuq, since the first occurence of the variable
x1 in u gives rise to the two vertices 1 and 2 in Ftpuq. Therefore,
lk∆tpUqp1q “ t2u ˚ xFtpx1 ¨uqzt1,2u | u P
rUy.
As Ftpx1 ¨uq “ Ft´1puq`2 for u P rU , the claim follows. 
We want to remark that the essence of the previous lemma is that – up to additional cone
points and isomorphism – the link of the vertex 1 in a squeezed complex is again a squeezed
complex (of possibly larger index).
A similar statement is true for the deletion of the vertex 1.
Lemma 3.7. Let m ě 2. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal and let Uˆ “ tu PU | x1 ∤ uu.
Then,
∆tpUqz1“ xFtpuq | u P Uˆy.
In particular, ∆tpUqz1 is isomorphic to the pdmaxpUˆq´ tq-squeezed complex of Uˆ (considered
as order ideal in Krx2, . . . ,xms).
Note that in the above lemma, we have dmaxpUq “ dmaxpUˆq: Indeed, asU is shifted, we have
x
dmaxpUq
m PU and hence, as mě 2, also x
dmaxpUq
m P Uˆ .
Proof. If u P Uˆ , then x1 ∤ u and hence 1 R Ftpuq. This implies xFtpuq | u P Uˆy Ď ∆tpUqz1.
For the reverse inclusion, let G P ∆tpUqz1 be a facet. If dimG “ dim∆tpUq, then G is also a
facet of ∆tpUq and hence G “ Ftpuq for some u PU . As 1 R G, it follows that x1 ∤ u and hence
u P Uˆ . It now suffices to show that ∆tpUqz1 is a pure dim∆tpUq-dimensional simplicial complex
or, in other words, that there is no facet G of ∆tpUqz1 with dimG ă dim∆tpUq. Assume on the
contrary that such a facet G exists. As G P ∆tpUq, there exists a facet Ftpuq P ∆tpUqzp∆tpUqz1q
such that G Ă Ftpuq. In particular, we must have u R Uˆ . Let ℓ :“ maxtk | x
k
1|uu, i.e., u “ x
ℓ
1uˆ,
where x1 ∤ uˆ and uˆ PU , i.e., uˆ P Uˆ . By assumption, we have ℓ ě 1. We set v “ x
ℓ
2uˆ. As U is
shifted, we conclude that v P Uˆ and thus Ftpvq P ∆tpUqz1. Hence, if we show that GĎ Ftpvq, we
get a contradiction to the maximality of G and the claim will follow. If ℓď t, we have
Ftpvq “ pFtpuqzt1uqYt2ℓ`1u
and, since GĎ Ftpuqzt1u, we conclude that GĎ Ftpvq in this case. If ℓą t, then
Ftpvq “ pFtpuqzt1uqYtℓ` t`1u
and the same argument as before shows GĎ Ftpvq P ∆tpUqz1. 
Combining the previous two lemmas the next statement is almost immediate.
Theorem 3.8. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal and let t ě 0 be any integer. Then ∆tpUq
is vertex decomposable with shedding vertex 1. In particular, ∆tpUq is shellable.
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Proof. By [22] we may assume 0 ď t ď dmaxpUq. We use double induction on #U and the
number of variables. By our assumption on U , the variables x1, . . . ,xm are in U , and so #U ě
m` 1. If #U “ m` 1 we are done by Example 3.5(ii). This also takes are of the case where
m“ 0.
Let #U ě m` 2. If m “ 1, then ∆tpUqz1 “ xFtp1qy (see Example 3.5(i)), and thus it is just a
single dim∆tpUq-dimensional simplex. As such it is vertex decomposable. If m ě 2, then, by
Lemma 3.7, ∆tpUqz1 is isomorphic to the squeezed complex ∆tpUˆq, where Uˆ “ tu PU | x1 ∤ uu
is a shifted order ideal in variables x2, . . . ,xm. It follows from the induction hypothesis that
∆tpUqz1 is vertex decomposable. By Lemma 3.6 lk∆tpUqp1q is isomorphic to ∆0p
rUq and a cone
over ∆t´1prUq if t “ 0 and t ě 1, respectively, where rU “ tu PU | x1 ¨u PUu. As rU is a shifted
order ideal with #rU ă #U , we can apply the induction hypothesis and as coning preserves
vertex decomposability, we infer that lk∆tpUqp1q is vertex decomposable in both cases. The
claim follows. 
We can use Theorem 3.8 to compute the h-vector of ∆tpUq.
Corollary 3.9. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal and 0ď t ď dmaxpUq. Then
hip∆tpUqq “ #tu PU | degpuq “ iu.
Proof. We show the statement by induction on #U . If #U “m`1, then Example 3.5(ii)) implies
the claim.
If #U ě m`2, then it follows from Theorem 3.8 and (2.1) that for 0ď iď d:
(3.3) hip∆tpUqq “ hip∆tpUqz1q`hi´1plk∆tpUqp1qq.
Combining Lemma 3.7 and the induction hypothesis we obtain
(3.4) hip∆tpUqz1q “ #tu PU | x1 ∤ u, degpuq “ iu.
Similarly, Lemma 3.6 allows us to use the induction hypothesis for the link and, using, that
coning only appends 0s to the h-vector, we conclude
(3.5) hi´1plk∆tpUqp1qq “ #tu PU | x1 ¨u PU,degpuq “ i´1u “ #tu PU | x1|u, degpuq “ iu.
The claim follows from (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). 
3.2. Squeezed complexes and stable operators. We are now going to study the Stanley-
Reisner ideals of the squeezed complexes defined in Section 3.1. In particular, we will provide
an explicit description of the minimal generators, generalizing results from [22]. The crucial
tool will be stable operators, whose definition we now recall.
In the following, we let Pp8q be the polynomial ringKrx1,x2, . . .s in infinitely many variables
over the field K and we write Monp8q for its set of monomials. Given a map τ : Monp8q Ñ
Monp8qwe denote by τpIq the monomial ideal generated by the set τpGpIqq“ tτpuq | u PGpIqu.
Note that one always has GpτpIqq Ď τpGpIqq. For a monomial u P Pp8q, we set maxpuq :“
maxti | xi divides uu. If M is a graded module over a Noetherian polynomial ring Ppmq its
graded Betti numbers are the integers βi, j :“ βi, jpMq “ dimKrTor
Ppmq
i pM,Kqs j, where i and j
are any integers.
For a finitely generated monomial ideal I Ă Pp8q, we put
maxpIq :“maxtmaxpuq | u PGpIqu.
Moreover, we write βi, jpIq for the graded Betti numbers of I XPpmaxpIqq as a module over
PpmaxpIqq. Note that the graded Betti numbers of I XPpmq over Ppmq are the same for all
měmaxpIq.
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Definition 3.10. A map τ : Monp8q Ñ Monp8q is called a stable operator if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(a) If I Ă Pp8q is a finitely generated strongly stable ideal, then βi jpIq “ βi jpτpIqq for all i, j.
(b) If I,J Ă Pp8q are strongly stable ideals with I Ă J, then τpIq Ă τpJq.
A typical example of a stable operator is given by polarization, sending a monomial x
a1
1 x
a2
2 ¨
xamm PMonp8q to
x11x12 ¨ ¨ ¨x1a1 ¨ ¨ ¨xm1 ¨ ¨ ¨xmam PKrxi j | i, j PNs – Pp8q.
More generally, Murai [22, Proposition 1.9] showed the following.
Proposition 3.11. Let a “ pa1,a2,a3, . . .q be a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative inte-
gers with a1 “ 0 and let τa : Monp8qÑMonp8q defined by mapping a monomial xi1xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨xis
with i1 ď i2 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď is to xi1xi2`a2 ¨ ¨ ¨xis`as . Then τa is a stable operator.
The next result from [22] will be used in Section 4 to compute the graded Betti numbers of the
squeezed complex ∆tpUq. In the sequel, we denote by ginpIq the generic initial ideal of a homo-
geneous ideal I Ă Ppmq with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order. If I Ă Pp8q is a
finitely generated monomial ideal, its generic initial ideal is ginpIq “ ginpIXPpmaxpIqqqPp8q.
Note that ginpIXPpmqqPp8q “ ginpIXPpmaxpIqqqPp8q for every měmaxpIq.
Theorem 3.12. [22, Theorem 1.6] Let τ :Monp8qÑMonp8q be a stable operator. If I ĂPp8q
is a finitely generated strongly stable ideal, then ginpτpIqq “ I.
In the following, we will be interested in a specific set of stable operators:
Definition 3.13. For a non-negative integer ℓ P Z, define the map ϕℓ : Monp8q ÑMonp8q as
follows: Given a monomial u“ xi1xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨xis PMonp8q 1ď i1 ď i2 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď is, set
ϕℓpuq “
ℓź
k“1
xik`2pk´1q ¨
sź
k“ℓ`1
xik`k`ℓ´1
Notice that ϕℓ maps every monomial onto a monomial of the same degree. In fact, the map
ϕℓ is nothing but the stable operator τapℓq, where apℓq “ pa1,a2,a3, . . .q is given by
ak “
#
2pk´1q, if 1ď k ď ℓ
k` ℓ´1, if k ě ℓ`1.
In particular, for ℓ“ 0, the map ϕℓ is the stable operator corresponding to polarization.
We record the previous observations in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.14. ϕt is a stable operator. Moreover, if u PMonp8q, then the monomial ϕtpuq is
squarefree.
The main result of this section shows that we can use the map ϕt to compute the Stanley-
Reisner ideals of the squeezed complexe ∆tpUq. More precisely:
Theorem 3.15. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal. For any integer t ě 0, one has
I∆tpUq “ ϕtpIpUqq.
The proof will follow along the same lines as the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [22], where the
statement is shown if t ě dmaxpUq. We include it in full detail as a service to the reader.
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Proof. Let d :“ dmaxpUq and let 0 ď t ď dmaxpUq. We first show that ϕtpUq Ď I∆tpUq. Let
u“ xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis P GpIpUqq with 1ď i1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď is. We write f puq for the support of ϕtpuq, i.e.,
f puq “ tℓ | xℓ|ϕtpuqu.
We need to show that f puq R ∆tpUq. For this it suffices to show that f puq Ę Ftpwq for any w PU .
Let w“ x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x jk PU with j1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď jk. We consider two cases, each having several subcases.
Case 1: k ă s. There are three subcases:
Case 1.1: k ă sď t.
We have ϕtpuq “
śs
ℓ“1 xiℓ`2pℓ´1q and hence
(3.6) f puq “ ti1, i2`2, . . . , is`2ps´1qu.
Since k ă t, it further holds that
(3.7) Ftpwq “ t j1, j1`1uY ¨ ¨ ¨Yt jk`2pk´1q, jk`2k´1uY rm`2k`1, . . .,m` t`ds.
We write F
pinq
t pwq and F
pfinq
t pwq for the initial and final segment of Ftpwq, respectively, i.e.,
F
pinq
t pwq “ t j1, j1`1uY ¨ ¨ ¨Yt jk`2pk´1q, jk`2k´1u
and
F
pfinq
t pwq “ rm`2k`1, . . . ,m` t`ds.
It follows from (3.6) and the assumption k ă s that #p f puqXF
pinq
t pwqq ď k. Moreover, as is`
2ps´ 1q ď m` 2ps´ 1q and #rm` 2k` 1,m` 2ps´ 1qs “ 2ps´ k´ 1q, we conclude from the
form of f puq (see (3.6)) that
#p f puqXF
pfinq
t pwqq ď s´ k´1.
It follows that #p f puqXFtpwqq ď k`ps´ k´1q “ s´1 and hence f puq Ę Ftpwq, as desired.
Case 1.2: k ď t ă s.
Since są t, we have ϕtpuq “
śt
ℓ“1 xiℓ`2pℓ´1q ¨
śs
ℓ“t`1 xiℓ`ℓ`t´1 and thus
(3.8) f puq “ ti1, i2`2, . . . , it`2pt´1quYtit`1`2t, it`2`2t`1 . . . , is` s` t´1u.
We set
f puqpinq“ti1, i2`2, . . . , it`2pt´1qu and f puq
pfinq“tit`1`2t, it`2`2t`1, . . . , is`s`t´1u.
Since k ă t, the face Ftpwq is of the form (3.7). As in Case 1.1 it follows that
#p f puqpinqXF
pinq
t pwqq ď k and #p f puq
pinqXF
pfinq
t pwqq ď t´ k´1.
Using that # f puqpfinq “ s´t, we conclude #p f puqXFtpwqq ď k`pt´k´1q`s´t “ s´1, which
implies f puq Ę Ftpwq.
Case 1.3: t ď k ă s.
Since są t, the support f puq is of the form (3.8). As t ď k, the face Ftpwq is given by
Ftpwq “t j1, j1`1uY ¨ ¨ ¨Yt jt `2pt´1q, jt`2t´1u(3.9)
Yt jt`1`2t, jt`2`2t`1, . . . , jk` k` t´1uY rm` t` k`1, . . . ,m` t`ds.
We set
F
pinq
t pwq “ t j1, j1`1uY ¨ ¨ ¨Yt jt `2pt´1q, jt`2t´1u,
F
pmidq
t pwq “ t jt`1`2t, jt`2`2t`1, . . . , jk` k` t´1u and
F
pfinq
t pwq “ rm` t` k`1, . . . ,m` t`ds
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for the initial, middle and final segment of Ftpwq. If f puq
pinq Ę Ftpwq, we clearly have f puq Ę
Ftpwq and the claim follows. So, assume f puq
pinq Ď Ftpwq. We then must have ip` 2pp´ 1q ě
jp` 2pp´ 1q for 1 ď p ď t, i.e., ip ě jp for 1 ď p ď t. In particular, it`1` 2t ą it ` 2t´ 1 ě
jt ` 2t´ 1, which implies f puq
pfinqXF
pinq
t pwq “ H. Moreover, we trivially have #p f puq
pfinqX
F
pmidq
t pwqq ď #pF
pmidq
t pwqq “ k´ t. Since
iℓ` ℓ` t´1ď m` ℓ` t´1ď m` t` k
if ℓď k`1, we infer
#p f puqfinXF
pfinq
t pwqq ď s´ k´1.
Summarizing the previous discussion, we obtain
#p f puqXFtpwqq “ #p f puq
pinqq`#p f puqpfinqXFtpwqq ď t`0`pk´ tq`ps´ k´1q“ s´1
and thus f puq Ę Ftpwq, as desired.
This finishes the proof of Case 1.
Case 2: sď k. We first consider the following subcase:
Case 2.1: sď k and sď t.
Since sď t, the support f puq is of the form (3.6). As sď t, the face Ftpwq contains the set
t j1, j1`1uY ¨ ¨ ¨Yt js`2ps´1q, js`2s´1u
and those are the smallest elements of Ftpwq. Assume, by contradiction, that f puq Ď Ftpwq. It
then follows that iℓ` 2pℓ´ 1q ě jℓ` 2pℓ´ 1q, i.e., iℓ ě jℓ for all 1 ď ℓ ď s. Since U is shifted
and u RU , it follows that x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x js RU . On the other hand, x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x js divides w. Since U is an
order ideal and w PU , it follows that x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x js PU , a contradiction.
Case 2.2: t ă sď k.
Since t ă s and t ă k the sets f puq and Ftpwq are of the form (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. Assume
that f puq Ď Ftpwq. Similarly to the previous case, it follows that iℓ`2pℓ´1qě jℓ`2pℓ´1q, i.e.,
iℓ ě jℓ for 1ď ℓď t. Moreover, we must have iℓ`ℓ` t´1ě jℓ`ℓ` t´1, i.e., again iℓ ě jℓ for
t`1 ď ℓ ď s. SinceU is shifted and u RU , it follows that x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x js RU Since x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x js divides
w, which lies inU , andU is an order ideal, we conclude x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x js PU , a contradiction.
It remains to show that I∆tpUq Ď ϕtpUq. This will be a consequence of the fact that I∆tpUq and
ϕtpUq have the same Hilbert function. Let δ :“ dim∆tpUq. It follows from Theorem 3.8 and
[22, Lemma 3.2] that
dimK
`
Ppmq{pginpI∆tpUqqXPpmqq
˘
i
“
#
hip∆tpUqq if 0ď iď δ `1
0 if ią δ `1.
By Corollary 3.9, we have
hip∆tpUqq “ #tu PU | degpuq “ iu.
The latter is also the Hilbert function of Ppmq{pIpUqXPpmqq in degree i, which implies that
IpUqXPpmq and ginpI∆tpUqqXPpmq have the same Hilbert function. Since none of the minimal
generators of neither IpUq nor ginpI∆tpUqq is divisible by xℓ for ℓą m (see [22, Lemma 3.2]), it
follows that IpUq and ginpI∆tpUqq have the same Hilbert function (considered in Ppm` δ ` 1q).
As ϕtp¨q is a stable operator, Theorem 3.12 implies that ginpϕtpIpUqqq “ IpUq. Since taking the
generic initial ideal preserves the Hilbert function, we conclude that ϕtpIpUqq and I∆tpUq have
the same Hilbert function. 
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Recall that a simplicial complex ∆ on vertex set rns is shifted if for every face F P ∆ and i P F ,
also FztiuYt ju lies in ∆ for every iă j R F . It is straightforward to see that the Stanley-Reisner
ideal I∆ of a shifted simplicial complex ∆ is squarefree strongly stable, i.e., we may replace a
variable dividing a monomial u P GpI∆q with a variable of a smaller index to obtain another
monomial in GpI∆q as long as the resulting monomial is squarefree.
It follows from the previous theorem that pure shifted complexes are squeezed complexes up
to coning.
Corollary 3.16. Let ∆ be a pd´ 1q-dimensional pure shifted simplicial complex. Then ∆ is
the join of a squeezed complex ∆0pUq and a pd´ 1´ dmaxpUqq-dimensional simplex (which is
possible the empty set) for some finite shifted order ideal U.
The argument below shows explicitly how to construct the order idealU and to determine the
dimension of the simplex in the join.
Proof of Corollary 3.16. Since the statement is combinatorial, it is harmless to assume that we
work over a base field K of characteristic zero. Denote by n the cardinality of the vertex of
∆. Set m “ maxpginpI∆qq and δ “ maxtdegu | u P GpginpI∆qqu. Then Lemma 2.6 gives that
U “MonpmqzpginpI∆qXPpmqq is a finite order ideal with dmaxpUq “ δ ´ 1. Since ∆ is shifted
by assumption [2, Theorem 1.3] shows that its Stanley-Reisner ideal is I∆ “ ϕ0pIpUqq ¨Ppnq.
Since ∆ is pure, it is Cohen-Macaulay [19, Section 4] and we infer that xδm is a minimal
generator of ginpI∆q (see e.g., [22, Lemma 3.2(ii)]). Hence, we get δ `mď n`1 by [2, Lemma
1.1]. If follows that m` dmaxpUq ď n. Using that I∆0pUq “ ϕ0pIpUqq Ă Ppm` dmaxpUqq by
Theorem 3.15, we conclude that ∆ is isomorphic to the join of ∆0pUq and a simplex of dimension
n´ 1´m´ dmaxpUq. Since d “ n´m by [22, Lemma 3.2(i)], it follows that n´ 1´m´
dmaxpUq “ d´1´dmaxpUq. 
4. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES
As applications of the above results we now discuss algebraic properties of the Stanley-
Reisner ideals of t-squeezed complexes. The starting point is the following result:
Proposition 4.1. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal. If t ě 0 is any integer then one has
ginpI∆tpUqq “ IpUq ¨Ppm` t`dmaxpUqq.
Proof. Since ϕt is a stable operator this follows by combining Theorems 3.15 and 3.12. 
In order to state a first consequence, recall that a homogeneous ideal I is componentwise
linear if, for all integers j, the ideal Ix jy has a j-linear resolution. Here Ix jy denotes the ideal
generated by all homogeneous elements of degree j in I. This important class of ideals was in-
troduced in [15]. It includes, for example, all stable monomial ideals and homogeneous ideals
with linear quotients. Furthermore, ideals with extremal homological properties are often com-
ponentwise linear.
Corollary 4.2. The Stanley-Reisner ideal of any squeezed complex ∆ is componentwise linear.
The Alexander dual of ∆ is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 2.6, the ideal ginpI∆tpUqq is strongly stable. Moreover,
using again that ϕt is a stable operator, Theorem 3.15 and Proposition 4.1 show that ginpI∆tpUqq
and I∆tpUq have the same graded Betti numbers. Hence the first claim follows by [1] in charac-
teristic zero and by [24, Theorem 2.3] in arbitrary characteristic. It implies the second assertion
by [16, Theorem 8.3.20]. 
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Using the Eliahou-Kervaire formula, one can read off the graded Betti numbers of a squeezed
complex from the corresponding order ideal.
Corollary 4.3. The graded Betti numbers of an ideal of a squeezed complex ∆tpUq are
βi,i` jpI∆tpUqq “
ÿ
uPGpIpUqq, degu“ j
ˆ
maxpuq´1
i
˙
,
where maxpuq is the largest index of a variable dividing the monomial u.
Proof. Since I∆tpUq and ginpI∆tpUqq have the same graded Betti numbers this follows by Propo-
sition 4.1 and the Eliahou-Kervaire formula (see [10]) applied to IpUq. 
We now turn our attention to the so-called Lefschetz properties. Recall that a standard graded
Cohen-Macaulay K-algebra of (Krull) dimension d has the weak Lefschetz property (WLP) if
there is a linear system of parameters ℓ1, . . . , ℓd P A and a linear form ℓ P A such that the Artinian
reduction A “ A{pℓ1, . . . , ℓdqA of A satisfies that the multiplication map ˆℓ : rAsi Ñ rAsi`1 has
maximal rank for every integer i. One says that A has the strong Lefschetz property (SLP) if
every multiplication map ˆℓ j : rAsi Ñ rAsi` j has maximal rank for every i. If one of these
conditions holds, the linear form ℓ is called a weak Lefschetz element (resp. strong Lefschetz
element) of A.
There is a rich literature on the problem of deciding whether a Cohen-Macaulay algebra has
one of the Lefschetz properties. It has been studied from many different points of view, apply-
ing tools from representation theory, topology, vector bundle theory, lozenge tilings, splines,
hyperplane arrangements, inverse systems, differential geometry, among others (see, e.g., [4, 5,
6, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 26, 27]).
For example, let ∆ be the boundary complex of a simplicial polytope P and let A be the
Stanley-Reisner ring of ∆. Stanley showed that A has the SLP and deduced from this the ne-
cessity of the conditions on the h-vector of P in the so-called g-Theorem that characterizes
h-vectors of simplicial polytopes.
From now on we assume that the base field K is infinite. Then it is well-known that if A is
a d-dimensional Cohen-Algebra with the WLP (resp. SLP) and ℓ1, . . . , ℓd P A are general linear
elements, then a general linear element ℓ in the Artinian reduction A“ A{pℓ1, . . . , ℓdqA is a weak
(resp. strong) strong Lefschetz element of A.
For a simplicial complex ∆, we say that ∆ has the WLP or SLP if its Stanley-Reisner ring
A “ Kr∆s has the corresponding property. We are going to show that the Lefschetz properties
of a squeezed complex can be read off from its order ideal. This requires some preparation.
Lemma 4.4. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal. Fix any integer t ě 0, let A“Kr∆tpUqs be
the Stanley-Reisner ring of ∆tpUq, and let A “ A{pℓ1, . . . , ℓdqA be its Artinian reduction, where
ℓ1, . . . , ℓd are general linear elements of A. For a general linear form ℓ P A and integers i, j with
j ě 1, consider the multiplication map ϕ “ˆℓ j : rAsi Ñ rAsi` j and the map
ψ : rUsiYt0u Ñ rUsi` jYt0u, u ÞÑ
#
ux
j
m, if ux
j
m PU
0, otherwise.
Then ϕ has maximal rank if and only if ψ does.
Proof. It follows as in [29] that rAsi
ℓ j
ÝÑrAsi` j has maximal rank if and only if the multiplication
map rPpmq{IpUqsi
x
j
mÝÑ rPpmq{IpUqsi` j does. Using that rUsi is a K-basis of rPpmq{IpUqsi by
Proposition 4.1, this implies the claim. 
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In order to discuss maximal rank of the above map ψ it is convenient to introduce a concept
modeled after the idea of a Borel generator of a strongly stable ideal (see e.g., [11]).
Definition 4.5. (i) A monomial x ju P Ppmq is said to be obtained by a shift move from a mono-
mial xiu if j ě i. A monomial u P Ppmq is called shift-generated by a monomial v P Ppmq if u
can be obtained from v by a finite sequence of shift moves.
(ii) Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal. A set Gs is a called a set of shift generators ofU
if the set of monomials that are shift-generated by some monomial in Gs is U . We denote by
GspUq the smallest set of shift generators ofU .
Example 4.6. There are exactly two shifted order ideals of Pp3q with h-vector p1,3,3q, namely
U 1 “ t1,x3,x2,x1,x
2
3,x2x3,x
2
2u and
U “ t1,x3,x2,x1,x
2
3,x2x3,x1x3u.
Their minimal sets of shift generators are GspU
1q “ t1,x1,x
2
2u and GspUq “ t1,x1,x1x3u.
Lemma 4.7. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal, and consider the map ψ : rUsiYt0u Ñ
rUsi` jYt0u introduced in Lemma 4.4. Then one has:
(i) The map ψ is surjective if and only if every monomial in rUsi` j is divisible by x
j
m.
(ii) The map ψ is injective if and only if x
j
mrGspUqsi Ă rUsi` j.
Proof. Since the forward implications are straightforward we discuss only the backward impli-
cations. If u P rUsi` j is divisible by x
j
m, then u{x
j
m P rUsi asU is an order ideal.
For (ii), notice that ψ is injective if and only if x
j
mrUsi Ă rUsi` j. Furthermore, if a monomial
v is shift-generated by some u P rGspUqsi then x
j
mv is shift-generated by x
j
mu. Combining these
two facts, the claim follows. 
The above discussion has the following consequences for the Lefschetz properties:
Proposition 4.8. Let ∆tpUq be a squeezed complex with h-vector ph0,h1, . . . ,hdq, where d “
dmaxpUq. Let α be the least degree in which the h-vector attains its minimum, that is,
α “minti | hi “maxthk | 0ď k ď duu.
Then Kr∆tpUqs has the WLP if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Every u P rUs j is divisible by xm for j ą α
(ii) xmrGspUqs j´1 Ă rUs j for every 0ă j ď α .
Proof. Denote by A a general Artinian reduction of Kr∆tpUqs. By the definition of α , the
complex ∆tpUq has the WLP if and only if the multiplication map rAs j´1
ℓ
ÝÑ rAs j is injective
whenever j ď α and surjective whenever j ą α . The latter is equivalent to Conditions (i) and
(ii) by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7. 
Similarly, one obtains the following result.
Proposition 4.9. Let ∆tpUq be a squeezed complex with h-vector h“ ph0,h1, . . . ,hdq, where d “
dmaxpUq. Then Kr∆tpUqs has the SLP if and only if, for any two integers i, j with 0ď iă j ď d,
one has
(i) If hi ď h j, then x
j´i
m rGspUqsi Ă rUs j.
(ii) If hi ě h j, then every u P rUs j is divisible by x
j´i
m .
We illustrate the above statements by an example.
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Example 4.10. LetU 1 andU be the two shifted ordered ideals with h-vector p1,3,3q as consid-
ered in Example 4.6. Fix any integer t ě 0. Proposition 4.8 shows that ∆tpU
1q fails to have the
WLP as α “ 1 and x22 P rGspU
1qs2 is not divisible by x3. However, the squeezed complex ∆tpUq
does have the SLP by Proposition 4.9.
5. SINGULARITY INDICES
Given any shifted order idealU Ă Ppmq, we introduced squeezed complexes ∆tpUq, where t
is any integer with 0 ď t ď dmaxpUq. The aim of this section is to characterize how close these
simplicial complexes are to being pseudomanifolds. For mě 2, we will see that ∆0pUq is never
a pseudomanifold (see Proposition 5.7 below), whereas ∆dmaxpUq always is a pseudomanifold.
Indeed, ∆dmax is even a ball [18, Corollary 3.2]. Intuitively, fixing the order idealU , the complex
∆tpUq is the closer to being a pseudomanifold the larger t is. This section is an attempt to make
this intuition more precise. To this end, we introduce an invariant called singularity index that
measures how close a simplicial complex is to being a pseudomanifold.
Definition 5.1. The degree of a ridge F of a pure simplicial complex ∆ is the number of facets
of ∆ containing F . It is denoted degpFq.
Thus, among the simplicial complexes with a fixed number of ridges and without boundary
(i.e., the degree of every ridge is at least two), closed pseudomanifolds minimize the total de-
gree, which is the sum of the degrees of all ridges. Similarly, if one considers all simplicial
complexes with a given number of ridges in the interior, then open pseudomanifolds have the
smallest total degree. To compare complexes with distinct numbers of ridges we use a relative
version.
Definition 5.2. The singularity index of a pure d-dimensional simplicial complex ∆ is
Dp∆q “
ÿ
FP∆, dimF“d´1
maxt0,degpFq´2u
fd´1p∆q
.
Hence a shellable simplicial complex ∆ is a pseudomanifold if and only if Dp∆q “ 0 if and
only if ∆ is a shellable ball or sphere [8]. Moreover, if ∆ is a pseudomanifold, then Dp∆q “ 0.
However, there are simplicial complexes that are not pseudomanifolds with singularity index 0.
Take, for example, a collection of d simplices that is glued together along faces of codimension
ě 2.
We want to remark, that there is a natural way to extend the notion of a singularity index to
non-pure simplicial complexes. Instead of summing over ridges one could consider all those
faces F that lie in a facet G with dimG“ dimF`1.
The singularity index is bounded.
Remark 5.3. If ∆ is any simplicial complex then the degree of every ridge is at most f0p∆q´
dim∆, and so
0ď Dp∆q ďmaxt0, f0p∆q´dim∆´2u.
For any shifted order ideal U Ă Ppmq, this gives that the degree of any ridge of a squeezed
complex ∆tpUq is at most m` 1 and 0 ď Dp∆tpUqq ď m´ 1. Moreover, Theorem 5.5 and
Proposition 5.7 below show that these bounds are sharp.
Given a shifted order idealU , the squeezed complex ∆tpUq is always a pseudomanifold [18]
if t ě dmaxpUq and hence Dp∆tpUqq “ 0 in this case. It is natural to ask, if there are classes of
shifted order ideals such that Dp∆tpUqq “ 0 even if t ă dmaxpUq.
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Proposition 5.4. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal such that xm divides every monomial
u PU of maximal degree. Then, ∆dmaxpUq´1pUq is a ball, and hence Dp∆dmaxpUq´1pUqq “ 0.
Proof. Put d “ dmaxpUq. We are going to show that ∆dpUq is isomorphic to a cone over
∆d´1pUq. Let u “ xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis PU . If degu ă d, then we have tm` 2d´ 1,m` 2d´ 1u Ď Fdpuq.
If degu“ d, then id “ m by assumption and hence id`2d´1“ m`2d´1 P Fdpuq. It follows
that ∆dpUq is a cone over the vertex m` 2d´ 1, i.e., ∆dpUq “ tm` d´ 1u ˚Γ for some pure
simplicial complex Γ. It suffices to show that Γ is isomorphic to ∆d´1pUq. To this end, consider
the map ϕ : rm`2d´1s Ñ rm`2d´2sYtm`2du that is the identity on rm`2d´2s and that
maps m` 2d´ 1 to m` 2d. It is easily seen that ϕ induces the required isomorphism between
∆d´1pUq and Γ. The claim now follows since ∆dpUq is a ball [18]. 
The goal of this section is to study the sequence pDp∆tpUqqqtě0. Since Dp∆tpUqq “ 0 if
t ě dmaxpUq, we are interested in the initial part of this sequence.
Before turning to the general case we will focus on complexes obtained from maximal order
ideals. A maximal order ideal of Ppmq is a subsetU Ă Ppmq such that, for some integer d ě 1,
U consists of all monomials in Ppmq whose degree is at most d. Note that every order ideal
U of Pp1q with a least two elements is maximal and that ∆tpUq is a pseudomanifold whenever
t ě 0 by Example 3.5. Thus, we assume mě 2 from now on.
Apart from the cases mentioned above, squeezed complexes to maximal order ideals are
never manifolds.
Theorem 5.5. Let m ě 2 and U Ă Ppmq be a maximal order ideal with dmaxpUq ě 2. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) ∆tpUq is a ball.
(b) ∆tpUq is a pseudomanifold.
(c) t ě dmaxpUq.
More precisely, if 0ď t ă dmaxpUq, then ∆tpUq has a ridge of (maximum) degree m`1.
Proof. Put d “ dmaxpUq. Since by [18, Corollary 3.2], ∆tpUq is a shellable ball if t ě d, it is
enough to show that rd ` t ´ 1s is a ridge of ∆tpUq with degree m` 1 whenever 0 ď t ď d.
Indeed, if d ě 2, one computes that Ftpx
d´1
1 q “ rd` t´1sYtm`d` tu and, for j “ 1, . . . ,m,
Ftpx
d´1
1 x jq “ rd` t´1sYtd` t` j´1u.

IfU is not a maximal order ideal, then ∆tpUq can be a pseudomanifold even if t ă dmaxpUq.
Example 5.6. Consider the maximal order idealU Ă Pp2q with dmaxpUq “ 3. PutU
1 “Uztx31u.
Then ∆2pU
1q and ∆3pU
1q are pseudomanifolds, and one gets for the sequence of singularity
indices
Dp∆0pU
1qq “
7
9
ą
4
19
“ Dp∆1pU
1qq ą 0“ Dp∆2pU
1qq “ Dp∆3pUqq.
However, a squeezed complex ∆0pUq is never a pseudomanifold.
Proposition 5.7. Consider a maximal order ideal U Ă Ppmq. Setting d “ dmaxpUq, the complex
∆0pUq has f -vector
f “
ˆ
1,m`d,
ˆ
m`d
2
˙
, . . . ,
ˆ
m`d
d
˙˙
.
Its singularity index is Dp∆0pUqq “ m´1.
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Proof. By definition, ∆0pUq is a pd´ 1q-dimensional complex on rm` ds with |U | “
`
m`d
d
˘
facets. Thus, ∆0pUq is the pd´1q-skeleton of an pm`d´1q-simplex, which implies the asser-
tions. 
Remark 5.8. It follows from Proposition 5.7 that a squeezed complex ∆tpUq can never be a
sphere. Indeed, in this case, we would have hdmaxpUq`tp∆tpUqq “ 1, which, by Corollary 3.9,
can only happen if t “ 0. However, in this situation, ∆tpUq is never a pseudomanifold.
We now determine the sequence pDp∆tpUqqqtě0 in some cases.
Proposition 5.9. Fix m ě 2, and let U Ă Ppmq be the shifted order ideal consisting of all
monomials whose degree is at most 2. Then the singularity indices of the squeezed complexes
of U are
Dp∆0pUqq “ m´1ą
`
m`1
2
˘
´1`
m`3
2
˘ “Dp∆1pUqq ą 0“ Dp∆2pUqq.
Proof. By Proposition 5.7 and [18], it suffices to determine Dp∆1pUqq. The facets of ∆1pUq are
F1p1q “ tm`1,m`2,m`3u,
F1pxiq “ ti, i`1,m`3u, 1ď iď m,
F1pxix jq “ ti, i`1, j`2u, 1ď iď j ď m.
The ridges of ∆1pUq are precisely all 2-subsets of rm` 3s, that is, f2 “ f2p∆1pUqq “
`
m`3
2
˘
.
Most of the ridges are contained in at most two facets. The exceptions are t1,2u, which is
contained in m` 1 facets (see the proof of Theorem 5.5) and tk,k` 1u with 2 ď k ď m. The
latter is contained in them´k`3 facets tk´1,k,k`1u and tk,k`1, ℓu, where k`2ď ℓ,m`3u.
Thus, we obtain
f2 ¨Dp∆1pUqq “ m´1`
mÿ
k“2
pm´ k`1q “
ˆ
m`1
2
˙
´1.
Now the claim follows. 
Proposition 5.10. Fix m ě 2, and let U Ă Ppmq be the shifted order ideal consisting of all
monomials whose degree is at most 3. Then the singularity indices of the squeezed complexes
of U are
Dp∆0pUqq “ m´1ą
2
`
m`2
3
˘
`
`
m
2
˘
´2`
m`4
3
˘ “ Dp∆1pUqq
ą
`
m`2
3
˘
´1`
m`4
3
˘
`
`
m`3
3
˘ “ Dp∆2pUqq ą 0“ Dp∆3pUqq.
Proof. First, consider ∆1pUq. We list only the ridges whose degrees are at least three. These are
ta,a` 1,bu with 2 ď a ď m and a` 2 ď b ď m` 4, which has degree m´ a` 3, and t1,2,bu
with 3ď bďm`4, which has degree m`1. Since the h-vector of ∆1pUq can be obtained from
the one of ∆0pUq by appending a 0, the number of ridges of ∆1pUq is given by
f3p∆1pUqq “ f2p∆0pUqq` f3p∆0pUqq “
ˆ
m`3
2
˙
`
ˆ
m`3
3
˙
“
ˆ
m`4
3
˙
,
where the second equality follows from Proposition 5.9. Also note that f4p∆1pUqq“ f3p∆0pUqq“`
m`3
3
˘
.
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Second, we describe the ridges of ∆2pUq whose degrees are at least three. These are ta,a`
1,b,b` 1u with 1 ď a ă m and a` 3 ď b ď m` 2, which has degree m´ c` 5, and ta,a`
1,a`2,a`3u with 1ď aďm. The latter has degree m´a`3 if aě 2, whereas t1,2,3,4u has
degree m` 1. The same reasoning as for ∆1pUq shows that the number of ridges of ∆2pUq is
f4p∆q “
`
m`4
3
˘
`
`
m`3
3
˘
.
Now straightforward computations give the formulas for the singularity indices of ∆1pUq and
∆2pUq as well as the claimed inequalities. 
Observe that in all the examples above the sequence pDp∆tpUqqqtě0 is weakly decreasing. In
fact, this is always true. In order to establish this fact, the following result will be useful.
Lemma 5.11. Let U Ă Ppmq be a shifted order ideal. Consider any integer t with 1 ď t ď d “
dmaxpUq. Then on has:
(a) If u PU and FtpUq “ tk1, . . . ,kd`tu with k1 ă k2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă kd`t then
Ft´1puq “ tk1, . . . ,k2t´1,k2t`1´1, . . . ,kd`t ´1u,
that is, the p2tqth smallest element is omitted and all larger elements of Ftpuq are re-
duced by one.
(b) Let u “ xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis and v “ x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x jr be two distinct monomials of positive degrees in U
with i1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď is and j1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď jr. Assume that FtpuqXFtpvq is a ridge of ∆tpUq and
there is some integer a P rts such that iℓ “ jℓ if ℓ ă a. Then the following statements
are true:
(i) If 0ă ia ă ja or ja “ 0, then deguě degv.
(ii) If for some b P rts with b ě a one has ia “ ia`1 “ ¨¨ ¨ “ ib and ja “ ¨¨ ¨ jb “ ia` 1
and either ia ă ib`1 or ib`1 “ 0, then xia`1 ¨u“ xia ¨ v.
(c) If u,v PU are two distinct monomials whose degrees are at most t and such that FtpuqX
Ftpvq is a ridge of ∆tpUq, then this is a ridge of degree two.
(d) Let u,v PU be two distinct monomials and let a P N such that the smallest a elements
in Ftpuq and Ftpvq coincide but this ist not true for the smallest a` 1 elements in each
set. If aď 2t, then a is even.
Proof. (a) Considering the two cases where degu ď t and degu ě t separately, this follows by
straightforward computations.
(b)(i) The statement is trivially true if ja“ 0. So assume that jaą iaą 0. If deguă degv, then
m`degv`mintt,degvu is in Ftpuq, but not in Ftpvq. Since ia ă ja one also has that ia`2a´2
is in Ftpuq, but not in Ftpvq. It follows that FtpuqXFtpvq cannot be a ridge; a contradiction.
(b)(ii) First assume that 0ă ia ă ib`1. Using again that ia`2a´2 R Ftpvq as well as ia`2b“
ib`2b“ jb`2b´1 R Ftpuq as ib`1 ą ib and FtpuqXFtpvq is a ridge by assumption, we get
|FtpuqXFtpvqX ria`2bs| “ |FtpuqX ria`2bs|´1“ |FtpvqX ria`2bs|´1.
Since FtpuqXFtpvq is a ridge this implies FtpuqX ria` 2b` 1,m` t ` ds “ FtpvqX ria` 2b`
1,m` t` ds, which in turn gives degu “ degv and iℓ “ jℓ whenever b ă ℓ ď s “ r. Now the
claim follows. Finally assume ib`1 “ 0. Since m` 2b` 1 is the p2b` 1q
st smallest element of
Ftpuq and jb`2b´1ďm`2b´1ăm`2b`1 and we have jb`2b´1 R Ftpuq. Now the same
reasoning as above yields the claim.
(c) Assume on the contrary that there is another facet, Ftpwq, that contains the ridge R “
FtpuqXFtpvq. We consider two cases.
Case 1. Assume degwď t. Since rm`2t`1,m`d` ts Ă FtpuqXFtpvqXFtpwq, this implies
that RX rm` 2ts is a ridge of ∆tpUďtq whose degree is at least three. This is a contradiction
because ∆tpUďtq is a pseudomanifold by [18].
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Case 2. Assume degwą t. Then m` t`degw is not in Ftpwq, but it is in R as the degrees of
both u and v are not greater than t. This is a contradiction to RĂ Ftpwq.
(d) It follows from the definition of Ftp¨q, that if ℓ is the smallest p2k´ 1q
st element of Ftpuq
for 1ď k ď t, then ℓ`1 P Ftpuq. This implies the claim. 
We are ready for the main result of this section. It establishes the announced monotonicity
of the singularity index. In that sense it confirms the intuition that, for a fixed order idealU , the
complex ∆tpUq is less squeezed and the closer to being a pseudomanifold the larger t is.
Theorem 5.12. Let U be a shifted order ideal. Then the sequence of non-negative fractions
Dp∆0pUqq,Dp∆1pUqq, . . . ,Dp∆dmaxpUqpUqq is strictly decreasing until it reaches zero, that is, if
0ď t ă dmaxpUq, then
Dp∆t`1pUqq
#
ă Dp∆tpUqq if Dp∆tpUqq ‰ 0
“ 0 if Dp∆tpUqq “ 0.
Moreover, Dp∆dmaxpUqq “ 0.
Proof. We have already seen that Dp∆dmaxpUqq “ 0. So assume that 1 ď t ă dmaxpUq. By
Example 3.5 we may assume mě 2. Set d “ dmaxpUq and consider any ridge
Ftpu1qX ¨ ¨ ¨XFtpuδ q “ tq1, . . . ,qd`t´1u
of ∆tpUq with degree δ ě 3 where q1 ă q2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă qd`t´1. PutW “ tu1, . . . ,uδ u.
Our first goal is to show that q2t “ q2t´1`1. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. Assume that the smallest 2t elements in every set Ftpuiq, i“ 1, . . . ,δ , are the same.
As δ ě 3 Lemma 5.11(c) implies that at most one of the monomials in W has degree less
than or equal to t. In particular, there exists a monomial u PW of degree larger than t. Then the
smallest 2t elements in Ftpuq are unions of pairs of consecutive integers. By assumption, these
elements are tq1, . . . ,q2tu. It follows that q2t “ q2t´1`1, as desired.
Case 2. Assume that the smallest 2t elements in the sets Ftpuiq, i“ 1, . . . ,δ , are not the same.
In this case we proceed in several steps.
(I) We claim that 1 is not in W . Indeed, since Ftp1q “ rm` 1,m` t` ds and t ě 1 the set
Ftp1qXFtpuq with u PU is a ridge of ∆tpUq if and only if u “ x
s
m for some s P rds. Combined
with the fact that Ftpx
s
mq “ rm,m` t` dsztm` s`mints, tuu, it follows that Ftp1qXFtpuq is a
ridge of degree 2ă δ . This proves the claim. Hence, every element inW has positive degree.
(II) We are now going to show that every element in W has degree greater than or equal
to a. By the assumption of Case 2 and Lemma 5.11 there is some integer a such that the
smallest 2a´2 elements in every set Ftpuiq, i“ 1, . . . ,δ , are the same, but this is not true for the
smallest 2a´ 1 elements. Let u PW be a monomial such that the p2a´ 1q-st smallest element
in Ftpuq is minimal among these elements in the sets Ftpwq with w PW . Write u“ xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xis with
1ď i1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď is.
(II.1) We claim that degu ě a. Suppose not, then since a ď t it follows that the p2a´ 1q-st
smallest element in Ftpuq is m`2a´1. By assumption, there is a monomial v “ x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x jr PW
with j1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď jr such that the p2a´1q
st smallest element in Ftpvq is greater than the p2a´1q
st
smallest element in Ftpuq. Furthermore, as δ ě 3, Lemma 5.11(c) gives that degv ą t, and so
the p2a´ 1qst smallest element in Ftpvq is ja` 2a´ 2 ă m` 2a´ 1. This is a contradiction to
the choice of u. Thus, we have shown deguě a.
(II.2) Let v“ x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x jr PW be as in (III.1). We are going to show that degpvq ě a. If rď a´2,
then the p2a´ 3qrd smallest element in Ftpvq is m` 2a´ 3. By the choice of a, this number is
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equal to ia´1`2a´4ăm`2a´3. This is a contradiction. Suppose r“ a´1. Then the choice
of a gives that every monomial inW is divisible by v. Since aď t, we infer that
(5.1) ia`2a´2, ia`2a´1 P Ftpuq.
By the choice of v we also know ia` 2a´ 2 R Ftpvq. Since FtpuqXFtpvq is a ridge this forces
that ia`2a´1 is the p2a´1q
st smallest element in Ftpvq. On the other hand this element has to
be equal to m`2a´1, which yields ia “m. It follows from the definitions of u and a that every
element inW is of the form vxem for some integer eě 0. However, the intersection of the images
of three distinct such monomials under the map Ft does not give a ridge. This contradiction
shows that we must have r ě a.
(II.3) Let w “ xk1 ¨ ¨ ¨xkp PW , where k1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď kp, such that the p2a´ 1q
st element of Ftpwq
equals ia` 2a´ 2, i.e., the p2a´ 1q
st element of Ftpuq. Suppose p “ degw ă a. Since a ď t,
the p2a´ 1qst smallest element in Ftpwq is then m` 2a´ 1ą ia` 2a´ 2. This contradicts the
choice of w and we must have p ě a.
(II.4) We will finally show that q2t “ q2t´1`1. Let v“ x j1 ¨ ¨ ¨x jr PW as in (II.2). By the above
r ě a and by the choice of u, it must hold that ia ă ja. If ja ě ia`2, then neither ia`2a´2 nor
ia` 2a´ 1 lies in Ftpvq but they both lie in Ftpuq (see (5.1)). This gives a contradiction to the
fact that FtpuqXFtpvq is a ridge. Hence we get
(5.2) ja “ ia`1.
If w “ xk1 ¨ ¨ ¨xkp PWztu,vu is any other monomial, then the same reasoning shows that ka P
tia, ia`1u. We consider two cases.
Case 2a. Assume ka“ ia. Then (5.2) combined with Lemma 5.11(b)(i) give that deguě degv
and degwě degv. Applying Lemma 5.11(c) we conclude that the degrees of u and w are greater
than t. Suppose ia`1 ą ia. Since ja “ ia`1, Lemma 5.11(b)(ii) yields xia`1 ¨u “ xia ¨ v. If now
ka`1 ą ka we also get xia`1 ¨w“ xia ¨v, and so u“w, a contradiction. This forces ka`1“ ka“ ia.
Using also the assumption ia`1 ą ia we conclude that
FtpuqXFtpvqXFtpwq Ă Ftpwqztia`2a´2, ia`2au.
Hence the left-hand side cannot be a ridge. This contradiction implies ia`1“ ia. As ia`2a´2 R
Ftpvq, this yields
a´1ď
ℓ“1
tiℓ`2pℓ´1q, iℓ`2ℓ´1uYtia`2a´1, ia`2au Ă FtpuqXFtpvq.
If a“ t this gives q2t “ ia`2a“ q2t´1`1, as desired.
Assume a ă t. Using that ia`1` 2a` 1 “ ia` 2a` 1 “ ja` 2a P Ftpuq and ia` 2a´ 1 P
FtpuqzFtpvq and the fact that FtpuqXFtpvq is a ridge, we conclude that ja` 2a P Ftpvq and thus
degv ą a and ja`1 “ ja. Moreover, by symmetry, the same reasoning as above shows that
ka`1 “ ka. Hence in Case 2a, we have shown that ia “ ka “ ja´1 and aă t imply ia`1 “ ia “
ka “ ka`1 and ja`1 “ ja “ ia`1. If a`1ă t we repeat the argument to conclude that we must
have it “ ¨¨ ¨ “ ia “ ka “ ¨¨ ¨ “ kt and jt “ ¨¨ ¨ “ ja “ ia`1. Combined with ia`2a´2 R Ftpvq,
this implies
a´1ď
ℓ“1
tiℓ`2pℓ´1q, iℓ`2ℓ´1uY ria`2a´1, ia`2ts Ă FtpuqXFtpvq.
If follows that q2t “ ia`2t “ q2t´1`1, as desired.
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Case 2b. Assume ka “ ia`1. As in Case 2a, we have deguě t`1ě a`1. If ia`1 ą ia, then
Lemma 5.11(b)(ii) gives xia`1 ¨ u “ xia ¨ v and xia`1 ¨ u “ xia ¨w, and so v “ w, a contradiction.
Hence, we must have ia`1 “ ia. It follows that
a´1ď
ℓ“1
tiℓ`2pℓ´1q, iℓ`2ℓ´1uYtia`2a´1, ia`2au Ă FtpuqXFtpvq.
If a “ t, then we deduce that q2t “ ia` 2a “ q2t´1` 1, as desired. If a ă t, we get ria` 2a´
2, ia` 2a` 1s Ă Ftpuq. As ia` 2a´ 2 is neither in Ftpvq nor in Ftpwq, this forces ia` 2a` 1“
ja`2a“ ka`2a P FtpvqXFtpwq. It follows that ja`1 “ ja “ ka “ ka`1. Hence we have shown
that ka “ ja “ ia`1 and aă t imply ja`1 “ ja “ ka “ ka`1 “ ia`1 and ia`1 “ ia. If a`1ă t
we repeat the argument to conclude that jt “ ¨¨ ¨ “ ja “ ka “ ¨¨ ¨ “ kt “ ia`1 and it “ ¨¨ ¨ “ ia.
This implies as in Case 2a the desired equality q2t “ ia`2t “ q2t´1`1.
Summarizing, we have proven that every ridge
Ftpu1qX ¨ ¨ ¨XFtpuδ q “ tq1, . . . ,qd`t´1u “ R
of degree δ ě 3 satisfies q2t “ q2t´1`1. We are now going to show that, for every j “ 1, . . . ,δ ,
one has
(5.3) R˜“ tq1, . . . ,q2t´1,q2t`1´1, . . . ,qd`t´1´1u Ă Ft´1pu jq.
To this end fix some u j PW . Since R is a ridge contained in Ftpu jq, we get Ftpu jq “ RYtpu for
some p. If p ą q2t Lemma 5.11(a) yields Ft´1pu jq “ R˜Ytp´ 1u, whereas we get Ft´1pu jq “
R˜Ytq2t ´1u if q2t´1 ă pă q2t . Assume p ă q2t´1. Then we obtain
Ft´1pu jq “ tq1, . . . ,q2t´2, puYtq2t ´1, . . . ,qd`t´1´1u.
Since q2t ´ 1 “ q2t´1 it follows that Ft´1pu jq “ R˜Y tpu. This completes the argument for
establishing Containment (5.3). It shows that every ridge R of ∆tpUq whose degree is at least
three gives rise to a ridge R˜ of ∆t´1pUqwhose degree is at least as big as the one of R. Moreover,
the fact that for such ridges of ∆tpUq the p2tq
th smallest element is determined by the p2t´1qst
smallest element implies that under the above correspondence no two distinct ridges of ∆tpUq
with degrees ě 3 give rise to the same ridge of ∆t´1pUq. We conclude that
fd`t´2p∆tpUqq ¨Dp∆tpUqq ď fd`t´3p∆t´1pUqq ¨Dp∆t´1pUqq.
Since fd`t´2p∆tpUqq ą fd`t´3p∆t´1pUqq our assertions follows. 
Remark 5.13. Using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.12 it is possible to show
that also any ridge of ∆tpUq of degree 2, where 1ď t ď dmaxpUq, gives rise to a ridge of degree
at least 2 in ∆t´1pUq. However, the arguments are a bit more involved and more cases have to
be distinguished. Since this (stronger) statement is not needed in this article, we omit the proof.
6. OPEN QUESTIONS
We close this article with some open questions.
Theorem 5.12 together with Corollary 3.16 allows us to interpret the process of passing from
∆0pUq to ∆dmaxpUq via the family of squeezed complexes p∆tpUqqt , where U is a shifted order
ideal, as a procedure to gradually convert a shifted simplicial complex into a ball with the same
h-vector (up to additional zeros). This is reminiscent of the process of resolving singularities of
a variety by repeated blow-ups in algebraic geometry. The following natural question arises:
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Question 6.1. Can the procedure that converts a shifted simplicial complex into a pseudomani-
fold (of higher dimension) with the same h-vector be generalized to other families of simplicial
complexes? For instance, given a non-pure shifted simplicial complex, is there a construction
that yields a (non-pure) pseudomanifold with the same h-vector and that recovers squeezed
complexes in the pure case?
We would like to remark that since a shifted simplicial complex ∆ is always sequentially
Cohen-Macaulay (even non-pure shellable) [19, Section 4.5], a first (and rather naive) approach
to this question could be to first apply the construction provided by the proof of Corollary 3.16
to the pure skeleta of ∆ and then somehow “glue” the resulting complexes together.
On the one hand, we have seen in Theorem 5.5 that for a maximal order ideal U Ă Ppmq,
a squeezed complex ∆tpUq is a ball precisely if t ě dmaxpUq. This means that for maximal
order ideals the only squeezed balls are already given by the original construction due to Kalai.
On the other hand, if U Ă Ppmq is such that the monomials of highest degree have a common
divisor (which necessarily has to be a power of the variable xm), then Proposition 5.4 shows
that ∆dmaxpUq´1pUq is a ball. Motivated by this, we suggest the following problem for further
studies:
Problem 6.2. Find classes of shifted order ideals such that for every shifted order ideal U in
this class there is a positive integer ℓ ă dmaxpUq such that all squeezed complexes ∆tpUq are
balls for t ě ℓ. (Note that once, ∆ℓpUq is a ball, so is ∆tpUq for t ě ℓ by Theorem 5.12.)
Building on this problem, it is natural to study the boundaries of the squeezed balls ∆tpUq,
where U lies in a class of order ideals as defined by Problem 6.2. The first question that arises
in this context is the following:
Question 6.3. LetU be shifted order ideal such that ∆ℓpUq is a ball for some ℓă dmaxpUq (and
so ∆tpUq is a ball for t ě ℓ). Is there a shifted order ideal rU with dmaxprUq ď ℓ such that the
boundary of ∆
dmaxprUqprUq is isomorphic to the boundary of ∆ℓpUq, meaning that the boundary of
∆ℓpUq is already a squeezed sphere in the sense of Kalai?
There are only finitely many candidates for such an order ideal rU . Indeed, it follows from [18,
Proposition 5.2] (see also [23, Lemma 5.1]) that the h-vector of B∆ℓpUq determines the h-vector
of rU and there are only finitely many shifted order ideals with the same h-vector. However, we
do not even know the answer to this question if U satisfies the assumption of Proposition 5.4.
In this case, even though – up to coning – ∆dmaxpUq´1pUq is a squeezed complex in the sense
of Kalai, it is not clear that also its boundary is a classical squeezed sphere. However, in all
examples, we worked out, this was always the case.
A negative answer to Question 6.3 would imply that there are more spheres that can be
obtained from our construction than there are squeezed spheres in the sense of Kalai. As a
consequence, it would then be natural to study properties of those spheres such as strongly edge
decomposability and Lefschetz properties (cf. [23]).
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